1). Of the 9.4 acres of land the applicant is reserving for conservation open
space, almost all is wetlands, or within the wetlands and stream bu er
zone. Much less than an acre of the land proposed for conservation could
be readily developed see g 1.
2)

The 48Y PRD application also requests more than 17,000 sq ft of
disturbance within the 100’ wetlands bu er zone. The disturbance in the
bu er zone would include cutting all the large trees on the top of the NW
ridge that separate the view of the development from the 130 acre upper
pantry wetland’s open space and trails. See gure 2 & photos.
3) The PRD plan with a height exemption, would allow the base of the
homes to be raised up level with the ridge top looking down with a clear
unscreened view on the open space and trails. It’s hard to imagine the
herons returning after construction, with these homes looking down on the
rookery. Not to mention the negative view impact on hikers and other open
space users.
The threat of 2 acre lots is an empty threat. It would be less impact on
our open space to have no PRD and no height exemption for 48Y. Without
a PRD they are very limited in where they can build and disturb land, see
g 2. In addition the applicant would not be able to cut old growth trees
and replace them with lawns and decks inside the wetlands bu er zone.
Let the applicant build their lots in the sand pit- Everything else including
wetlands bu er zone should be o limits. Keep the homes o the top of
the ridge. It just does not make sense to to approve this PRD.
This PRD is not done in the spirit of open space, it is done at the expense
of the open space and those who love it. Please deny this PRD application
and the height exemption
Sincerely, Jeff Parke
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Please see gures below.
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Why the 48Y PRD is a bad idea.

Fig 1. 48Y, Red line is Wetlands boundary,
Shaded area is proposed for conservation.
Blue area is developable land proposed for conservation
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Fig 2. Purple area is where all trees are proposed for removal on the ridge
inside the 100’ wetlands bu er zone.

